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 In our bid to bring about continuous all round development of our disciples, the School lays high priority 

on honoring the values of righteousness, integrity and service. This evidently reflects in their performance 

enabling them to take the world in their stride. 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS: - (Class X and XII Board Examinations)  

i) Academics: Despite the unique challenges put up by Covid-19 pandemic, our students of 

class X and XII who appeared in the Board Examination conducted by CBSE for the session 

2020-21 not only came out strong in their performance, but more importantly they made 

merit out of compulsions and constraints. Quick adaptation and innovation by the teachers 

and students together pulled off the result that saw them sailing through the session with 

flying colours. 

 

  

CLASS  NAME OF THE STUDENT  POSITION  PERCENTAGE  

XII SCIENCE Darpan Gaur 1st  98.2 %  

  Saloni Gupta 2nd  97.0 %  

XII COMMERCE Parv Garg 1st  97.8 %  

  

Deepanshu Kaushik 2nd  96.8 %  

XII HUMANITIES   Tejvinder Singh 1st  97.8%  

  

Sakshi Bhatia  2nd  95.6%  



CLASS X  Tashu Bidhuri 1st  98.2 %  

         Harsh Sharma 2nd  98 %  

  

53 students from class XII scored above 90% marks, getting our school ranked among 

the top three schools in Greater Noida for their Class XII results.  In class X, 39 

students obtained more than 90% marks. 

  

ii) HIGHER EDUCATION: -  

  

Consistently stupendous and brilliant performance by RIS students has seen scores of 

RIS footprints in the premier Institutes, like SRCC(New Delhi), IIT, NIT, Ramjas 

College (New Delhi), BHU, etc. Among the students who cracked coveted 

competitive exams in 2020 include – Nidhi Bidhuri and Abhishek Choudhary(NEET), 

Darpan(JEE), and  Parv Garg(CA-CPT) 

  

           iii)       UPGRADATION OF LAB: -  

  

The science and computer labs have been renovated as they are critical requirements 

for well-rounded education. Twenty new computers have been purchased recently for 

the computer lab.   

  

iv) JIL PROGRAMME: -  

  

For students to have opportunities and easy access to resources, the lessons through 

computer software programming are also imparted. To further enrich these programs,  

contents to help detailed illustrations were added for all the subjects for the new 

session.   

  

v) MULTI CULTURAL HALL: -  

  

The existing hall was renovated to provide a wholesome cultural experience to the 

students. In the already provided airconditioned ambience, the installed devices for 

sound and light systems were upgraded.   

  

  

  


